We give a combinatorial interpretation for the hypergeometric functions associated with tuples of rational numbers.
Introduction
Given a natural number n ∈ N and a real number a ∈ R, the Pochhammer symbol (a) n is defined by the identity (a) n = a(a + 1)(a + 2)...(a + n − 1). Later we shall also need a generalized form of the Pochhammer symbol which was introduced in [4] , and is defined as follows: let k ∈ R then (a) n,k = a(a + k)(a + 2k)... If we demand that the numbers a 1 , ..., a k and b 1 , ..., b l be rational numbers, then clearly the coefficients
n will also be rational numbers. In [4] we proposed a general setting in which the phrase "combinatorial interpretation of a rational number" is defined and makes good sense. Thus in that setting the question of the combinatorial interpretation of the coefficients of hypergeometric functions associated with tuples of rational numbers makes sense.
The rest of this paper is devoted to, first, explaining what do we mean when we talk about a combinatorial interpretation of a rational number, and second, to use this notion to uncover the combinatorial meaning of the hypergeometric series h(a 1 , ..., a k ; b 1 , ..., b l ) with a 1 , ..., a k , b 1 , ..., b l ∈ Q + . Notice that we are restricting our attention to positive rational numbers. We do this for simplicity, the case of negative rational numbers can also be dealt with our methodology and will be the subject of future work.
Rational Combinatorics
In this Section we shall explain what do we mean when we talk about the combinatorial interpretation of a formal power series in Q + [[x] ]. We shall only give the material needed to attack the problem of this paper, namely, the combinatorial interpretation of h(a 1 , ..., a k ; b 1 , ..., b l ) with a 1 , ..., a k , b 1 , ..., b l ∈ Q + . The interested reader may find more information in references [1] , [2] and [4] .
Let us define what do we mean by the combinatorial interpretation of a positive rational number. To do so we start by introducing the category F GD of finite groupoids. Recall that a category C consists of a collection of objects Ob(C), and a set of morphisms C(x, y) for each pair of objects x, y ∈ C, together with a natural list of axioms, see [9] for details.
Definition 1. A groupoid G is a category such that all its morphisms are invertible. A groupoid G is called finite if Ob(G)
is a finite set and G(x, y) is a finite set for all x, y ∈ Ob(G).
Definition 2. The category F GD is such that its objects are finite groupoids and morphisms in F GD(G, H), from finite groupoid G to finite groupoid H, are functors
The simplest example of a finite groupoid is constructed as follows: take G to be any finite group, the G may be regarded as a groupoid. As a groupoid G has only one object 1 and G(1, 1) = G. The category F GD has several remarkable properties which I will briefly summarize:
• There is a bifunctor : F GD × F GD −→ F GD called disjoint union and defined for G, H ∈ F GD by Ob(G ⊔ H) = Ob(G) ⊔ Ob(H) and for x, y ∈ Ob(G ⊔ H) the morphisms from x to y are given by
• There is a bifunctor × : F GD × F GD −→ F GD called Cartesian product and defined for G, H ∈ F GD by Ob(G×H) = Ob(G)×Ob(H) and for for all (
• There is an empty groupoid ∅ such that Ob(∅) = ∅. ∅ is the neutral element in F GD with respect to disjoint union.
• There is a groupoid 1 such that 1 has only one object and only one morphism, the identity, between that object and itself. 1 is an identity with respect to Cartesian product in F GD.
• There is a valuation map | | : Ob(F GD) → Q + , given on G ∈ Ob(F GD) by
where D(G) the set of isomorphisms classes of objects of G and for a finite set A, |A| denotes the cardinality of A. |G| is called the cardinality of the groupoid G.
• The valuation map | | : Ob(F GD) → Q + is such that |G⊔H| = |G|+|H|, |G×H| = |G||H| for all G, H ∈ F GD. Also |∅| = 0, and |1| = 1.
The properties above suggest the following Definition 3. If a = |G|, then we say that a is the rational number associated to the groupoid G (via the notion of cardinality), and also that G is a combinatorial interpretation (in terms of finite groupoids) of the rational number a.
Now that we have defined what do we mean by a combinatorial interpretation (in terms of
finite groupoids) of a rational number, we proceed to define what is a combinatorial interpretation of a formal power series with positive rational as coefficients. First we introduced the groupoid B. Objects of B are finite sets. For finite sets x and y, morphisms in B(x, y) are bijections f : x → y.
Definition 4. The category of B-F GD species is the category F GD B of functors from B to F GD. An object of F GD B is called a B-F GD species or a rational species.
The category of rational species F GD B has the following properties
• There is a bifunctor + : F GD B × F GD B −→ F GD B , given for F, G ∈ F GD B as follows F + G(x) = F (x) ⊔ G(x) for all x ∈ Ob(B). Bifunctor + is called the sum of species.
• There is a bifunctor × : F GD B × F GD B −→ F GD B , given for F, G ∈ F GD B as follows F ×G(x) = F (x)×G(x) for all x ∈ Ob(B). Bifunctor × is called the Hadammard product.
• There is a bifunctor F GD B × F GD B −→ F GD B , which is given for F, G ∈ F GD B as follows F G(x) = a⊆x F (a) × G(x\a) for all x ∈ Ob(B). This bifunctor is called the product of species.
• There is a bifunctor
. Above Π(x) denotes the set of partitions of x. This bifunctor is called the composition or substitution of species.
• There is a species 1 defined by 1(x) = 1 if |x| = 1 and 1(x) = ∅ otherwise. There is a species 0 defined by 0(x) = ∅ if x = ∅, and 0(∅) = 1.
• There is a valuation map | | :
where [n] = {1, 2, ..., n}.
• The properties above allow one to make the following
and F ∈ Ob(F GD B ), then we say that f is the formal power series associated to the rational species F (via the notion of valuation of species), and also that the rational species F is a combinatorial interpretation (in terms functors from finite sets to groupoids) of the formal power series f .
After we have made all this remarks we can rephrase our original problem of finding a combinatorial interpretation for the hypergeometric series as follows: given tuples of positive  rational numbers a 1 , ..., a k , b 1 , ..., b l find a rational species H(a 1 , ..., a k ; b 1 , . .., b l ) : B → F GD such that |H(a 1 , ..., a k ; b 1 , ..., b l )| = h(a 1 , ..., a k ; b 1 , ..., b l ) . A solution to this problem will given in the next Section.
Combinatorial interpretation of hypergeometric functions
In this Section we construct functors
We begin by introducing some needed definitions and notations.
Definition 6. For each groupoid K ∈ Ob(F GD), the functor ( ) n,K : F GD → F GD is given by
forl all G ∈ Ob(F GD).
With this notation we have the following
Of special interest is the case when K = 1. In that case we shall write (G) n instead of (G) n,1 . Thus
Recall that any finite group G may be regarded as a groupoid as follows, the objects of G is 1 and G(1, 1) = G. Considered as a groupoid is should be clear that |G| = 1 |G| , where on the right hand side we considered G as a group. For example the cardinality as a groupoid of the cyclic group with n-elements Z n is 1 n . We shall need the following We are now ready to define the functor H(a 1 , . .., a k ; F GD for a 1 , ..., a k ∈ Q +  and b 1 , ..., b l , c 1 , . .., c l ∈ N + . We assume we are given groupoids A 1 , ..., A k ∈ Ob(F GD) such that |A j | = a j for 1 ≤ j ≤ k.
Definition 10. For x ∈ B, we set
Theorem 11. |H(a 1 , ..., a k ;
Proof. Assume that |x| = n, then
The identity above implies the desired result.
We close this paper by stating three open problems. Since in this paper we have provided a combinatorial interpretation for the hypergeometric functions, the following problem seems natural.
Problem 12. Find a combinatorial interpretation of the q-hypergeometric functions.
In [2] we provide a combinatorial interpretation for the Bernoulli and Euler numbers. Our interpretation seems to be related to the results of [6] .
Problem 13. Find a combinatorial interpretation of the q-Bernoulli numbers.
Problem 14. Find a combinatorial interpretation of the q-Euler numbers.
The interested reader will find more information on the q-analogue of the Bernoulli and Euler numbers in references [7] , [8] .
